The Development of Inquiry Science Worksheet to Facilitate the Process Skills
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ABSTRACT
This research aimed for developing Inquiry Worksheet to facilitate the process skill. Inquiry Worksheet gave the opportunity for student to make good observations in giving hypothesis, designing the experiment, collecting, analyzing, and inferring the data. To involve the students in Inquiry process is the important point in Science lessons which can help the students to develop Science literacy and give the opportunity to drill their Science process skill. This research used the steps of developing 4P but the fourth step was not used, this analysis used the descriptive qualitative. Based on the validation result showed the Lesson Plan (RPP) and Inquiry Worksheet (LKS) had been developed were in valid category. The implementation of the good Lesson Plan for Evaluation Results was classically achieved. The process skill obtained 100 for the average score. For pretest and posttest, the students obtained 82.85 and 57.14. Learning using the Inquiry worksheet showed good responses by the students. The conclusion of this research was Inquiry Worksheet competent to facilitate the process skills.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Education enormously contributes to progress of a nation. Through education, Indonesia can release from the ignorant, underdeveloped, and developed human resources for gaining the confidence to stand and compete with other nations in the world. Developed education is an education that can develop people’s potentials, nurture the will and motivate the generations to explore various potentials, and develop them optimally for whole the development of community [1].

Literally, Science can be referred as knowledge of nature, studying about the events occurs in it. Essentially, Science is considered as product, process, and developed manner [2]. It means, studying Science has scientific process, scientific result (product), and scientific developed manner. The three of them are related to the Science learning process and they should contain all of them.

Inquiry learning is activities which involve all the maximum students’ capabilities to find and examine items (objects, human or events) systematically, critically, logically, and analytically to they can formulate their findings confidently. This research develops Inquiry worksheet, it helps the students finding their own concept through the direct experiences and drilling their scientific process skills [3].

Harlen says that quoted by Zeidan & Jayosi, science process skills are known as procedural skills, experimental and investigating science habits of mind or scientific inquiry abilities [4]. Appropriate selections of science process skills can be taught and studied in the early years of primary school the basic
skills considered as prerequisite to learning the integrated skills. The young students can be given the opportunity to observe, handle things and explore the environment [4].

Besides teaching science with the orientation of certain intelligences, important in science learning, science process skills are also an indicator of how one can master the science subject. Mastery of science process skills is an important way to gain knowledge quoted by Samsudin et al [5]. Taconis, Ferguson-Hessler & Broekkamp in Samsudin et al also say that students need to get acquainted and master the science process skills by conducting scientific investigation and their learning quoted by Samsudin et al [5]. However, applications of science process skills as a way to master the sciences are still short from the goal [5]. This situation is caused by the pedagogy of teachers who do not model the processes of scientific exploration and students’ thinking skills [5].

According to Rustaman in Anam, forcing cognitive in education system is too abstract (inexplicit), passive and rigid makes learning process unpleasant and burdensome. [6]. All of these have cut the students’ characters, they become uncreative, unconfident, depressed and stressed, and dislike studying. School is not only a place for the students to study, yet in their environment too. It is the time to build an understanding to the students that not only in school they obtain their lessons but also in their environment. This Inquiry approach can help the teachers to build the understanding. This approach persuades the students to be independent although they study without teacher’s guidance. The 2013th Curriculum (Kurikulum 2013) follows: learning process in the school, classes, and communities; and the background, characteristic, and capability experiences of the students.

The result of the observation of 2013th Curriculum (Kurikulum 2013) showed some of teachers have done practicum using Worksheet (LKS) which has been structured, so the students did as the instructions. Consequently, the process and product skills of students disappeared and underdeveloped [7]. The effects showed when they are in 4th grades on the practice exams, many students failed because of the wrong planning and execution of experiments. In fact, many worksheets were only contained summaries, sample questions, and follow up exercises. So, worksheets was only forced the students on cognitive aspect, while process skill and skill social were less in psychometric aspect [7]. Teachers are expected able to develop the learning instruments to drill students’ skills to develop their competencies. Teachers need developing the worksheet and drill the students in their process skills, product, psychometric, and social skills. The author expected one of the appropriate alternative worksheet in accordance expectation is Inquiry worksheet.

Involving students in Inquiry process is an important point in Science lessons which can help the students to develop Science literacy and provide the opportunity to drill their Science process skills. The research also showed when students were involved in Inquiry process, they improved their comprehend understanding to the science materials.

From the description showed that Inquiry learning process enable for the students to be applied because through the applications of self-discovery, students not only acquire skills that able to be applied in their own life, but also give opportunity to students to understand the depth concepts in Science. Thus, the learning process will be more meaningful.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

This research can be classified as development research. In this research, Inquiry worksheet need to be developed, but to use Inquiry worksheet, we need the other teaching instruments, those are lesson plan and assessment. The subjects for this research were worksheets and the learning’s instruments developed by the researchers and students of SD Kristen Anak Panah grade 4. There were 20 students. According to Thiagarajan, there are 4 steps for the process of development learning’s instruments [8]. In this research, the researcher was only examined the development instruments up to the third steps since it limited to a school as a place to researched, that is SD Kristen Anak Panah. In this study, the experimental unit was subjected to treatment with two measurements. The first measurement (O₁) was performed pretest before treatment given, the second measurement (O₂) was done posttest after treatment given. We just examined one group without any comparison group [9].

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The teaching instruments which have been developed for this research is Inquiry Science Worksheet (LKS) to facility the process skills of students in grade 4. The teaching instruments which have been developed were Lesson Plan (RPP), Worksheet (LKS), Evaluation Result and Process skills. The instruments which was developed the author have been reviewed and validated by an expert in physics. The validation
aimed to review the development quality of teaching instruments. The aspects were the instructions, eligibility of contents, process skills, procedure, and questions. According to the validator record, the result of evaluation of validation of Inquiry Worksheet indicated to have good criteria with a little revision then applied in learning process and observation by 2 observers.

The data result by 2 observers of worksheet showed the average assessment of Inquiry Worksheet of both observers / assessors were 3.89 which meant developed Inquiry Worksheet was quite good and able to use with 99.35 reliability score. Based on the validator record, the result of the assessment on the validation of Lesson Plan (RPP) was stated to have good criteria with little revision. The implementation of teaching instruments applied at SD Kristen Anak Panah. The participants were 20 of class 4 Advance students. The researcher acted as a teacher for three meetings.

Analyzing of descriptive research result was commonly in the form of description of the average score and percentages. The following will be described the results of research and analysis of 2nd test data. The Lesson Plan (RPP) is learning activities schedule as a teacher’s guidance in doing the teaching procedure in the class; it contained the identities, core competence, basic competence, achievement’s indicators, learning objectives, learning materials, time, teaching methods, teaching procedures, assessment, teaching resources. The result of observation on the management of learning in the second trials is. The result showed that the implementation of the learning has been done well. The observers were Science teachers of SD Kristen Anak Panah.

The observation result showed that Inquiry Worksheet of Motion and Force have been done well. Observations have been done by a Science teacher of SD Kristen Anak Panah. All of the data found showed if teaching process using Inquiry Worksheet have reliability over 75%. It means that this instrument was reliable. Cognitive test used to find students’ evaluation result which was counted using mastery of learning objective. The learning objective indicated mastery when the proportion of students’ correct answer (p) ≥ 0.75. Likewise, individual and classical indicated mastery if ≥ 85% of students have been master their learning. The process test was used to find students’ evaluation result which was counted using mastery of learning objective. Based on the sensitivity of items, each items indicated sensitive to find the effects of learning because there were no negative items sensitivity. It meant at the beginning of learning, most students did not understand the scientific work process correctly, but after learning using Inquiry Worksheet of Motion and Force, students could answer the problems correctly. The responses of students were 20 students who have joined Teaching and Learning Activities (KBM). Based on the percentage of average of students’ opinion known 100.00% of students have interest in activity’s components, 90.74% of students assumed ‘new’ for the components, 90.74% of students assumed the components was easy to do, 100.00% of students assumed the test was easy to do, 88.89% assumed ‘new’ with the problem’s model. The students also assumed newly in model of process test and assumed ordinary in cognitive test.

To know what developed Inquiry Worksheet (LKS) have good quality, and then internal validation did. Internal validation towards Inquiry Worksheet (LKS) was done before the worksheet was used while the data taken. The validation was taken by 1 validator. There was some information about the worksheet that was the unclear pictures. According to the validator record, the result of the research towards the validation of Inquiry Worksheet showed the good criteria with little revision.

Beside internal validation, external validation also needed used to the other teachers who taught the same subject. External validation towards Inquiry Worksheet was done while Teaching and Learning Activities progresses, 2 teachers of SD Kristen Anak Panah as validators. The average of Inquiry worksheet assessment of both validator was 3.89. It meant Inquiry worksheet was good and able to use. It is because developed Inquiry worksheet purpose in worksheet criteria which was developed by the previous researcher. He stated if the new developed worksheet must provide the good worksheet compiling requirement. There were some criteria the author should understand in compiling and development the worksheet; those were didactic, language, and technics [10].

Those were the author should be attention for the didactic requirement; purposed in the process to find the concepts so the worksheet is function as ‘direction’ for students who wanted to know; without differentiate so that the good worksheet can be used well for any students for slow response, ordinary response or fast response.

The language rubric the author used to be the assessment were the language usage, the grammar, simplicity and clarity of the words used in the words means could be understand by the students. Therefore, there were things the author should notice when composing and making sentences for worksheet, those were: using the appropriately language to the students’ level; using simplicity and clarity of the words; having a set of lesson according to the students’ ability, for example if there is any complicated concept, it can be solved to the simple ones; using shortly and simply sentences; having the appropriate goal learning and taking it as a innovation’s sources; having an identity to make administration easier, such as class,
subject, topic, date, etc. to the technical requirements followed in developing the worksheet include writing (letters), picture, and appearance.

From the criteria followed, the author added and subtracted its criteria which adapted to 2013 curriculum and the characters of Inquiry worksheet themselves. The result of the study that had been done by the researcher in fully terms was the material referred to the 2013 curriculum, the pressure of the process to discover concepts and activities were related to the students’ real life, having appropriate goal learning, giving material points and the details, using simply, clear, and understandable sentences, having a set of lesson according to the student’s ability, having instructions for the students about the topic discussed, general guideline (procedure of activity). Furthermore, having identities is a must, this can encourage students to learn or work scientifically, developing their capabilities to solve the problems, and also make a conclusion. The other requirements were form of writing, picture, and bibliography.

Discussion about the use of Inquiry worksheet in learning certainly begins with the process skills. The process skills enable students to achieve optimal learning. In training the process skills, the students learn by doing [11]. The discovery of old science will be dropped when the new ones are found because all the concepts basically found through inquiry scientific are still open to be questioned, argued, and fixed. Therefore, the process skills can be instilled through inquiry. The students are equipped with skills to ask, think critically, and seek the possibilities answers to a problem, and be creative [11]. The inquiry worksheet research was used to facilitate the process skills were observed from the level of implementation of each lesson plan which had been obtained in the result of the lesson plan 01 showed score 3.5, it was described good result. The implementation of learning is categorized well if it provides predetermined criteria. This is achieved because inquiry worksheet is a learning that requires the teachers to develop their learning strategies by taking students’ responses as well as encouraging them to analyze, interpreting and finding the information [12]. So it can be indicated that this learning perfectly suitable with the function of developed inquiry worksheet.

The development of inquiry worksheet also can be seen from the implementation of worksheet which get score 3 significantly good, it means students can do better, and have discussion with the members of the group by following predetermined scientific procedure. From all aspects in scientific inquiry worksheet showed an increase in scores, it meant inquiry worksheet helped the students to maximize work and practice the scientific work, moreover the average score of process skills was 100. Beside the students’ responses result was positive and interested in learning by process skills, caused the students more deeply to study the materials, and easily to understand and embed in their mind. Some factors lead students’ process skills completed and based on the research that had been done showing all the process skill of items’ test was sensitive. According to the statement explained that motivating learning can make the students mastery and achieved well in their learning [13].

The development of inquiry worksheet that related to the learning’s results obtained 0.96 with High Gain score, moreover the students’ response was positive, they interested in learning process, therefore the students more deeply to study the materials, and easily to understand and embed in their mind. Some factors lead students’ process skills completed. According to the statement explained that motivating learning can make the students mastery and achieved well in their learning [13]. Based on the research that had been done showing all the process skill of items’ test was sensitive. The sensitive questions mean those questions can provide the information if the assessment results are from the process of learning which is oriented in learning process. According to Martaida, learning process skills were better than conventional learning [14]. The development of inquiry worksheet reviewed from the students' responses to the learning showed that the students enjoyed in learning materials using inquiry worksheet, because of the inquiry setting circumstances that accordingly the students and experimental activities was not a new for them.

Students who enjoyed in learning materials with inquiry worksheet successfully ease the students understanding the materials, where most students acknowledged that solving the problem was easy although it was difficult in following the experimental activities. By continuously drilling and helping from the teachers who taught with fun so, the difficulties can be solved. From the questionnaire obtained that scientific work drilling was a new for students but it was easy to follow by students with average percentage 90.74% of the students can follow the materials easily. The level of clarity materials in the scientific drilling of students indicated easy that is about 100.00% of students stated coherent. This is strongly supported by the level of students’ pleasure on teaching and learning activities using inquiry worksheet. The level of clarity was also supported by a clear explanation as well as an active guiding teacher so that the student could students easily accepted. Based on the positive response of students, a positive response was needed to build students’ motivation. Motivation was an internal process (inside the person itself) that would activate, guide and maintain a behavior within a certain time [15-16]. Motivation is one of the factors influencing students’ evaluation result, so higher motivation can achieve mastery of indicators. As a result of the research, it was determined that the scientific process skills education increased the students' achievements and scientific
creativities, however, no meaningful progress was made on their attitudes towards science when compared to the teacher-centered method [17]. The development of inquiry worksheet in learning can also be noticed from students’ evaluation result which shows the response of doing cognitive test is easy, although 100% students tell doing process test is a new for them. Evaluation results showed successful, because most students enjoyed in learning and teacher’s explanations could be clearly accepted during the lesson. The results of the test process also showed good, the process test initially considered quite new by the students, but with the seriousness of teacher in guiding students, so that they enjoyed in doing inquiry worksheet, so it helped the students to achieve high scores.

4. CONCLUSION

In the analysis data results and discussion of the research result about developing the students’ inquiry activities sheets to facilitate the process skills can be concluded that quality of developed inquiry worksheet was in good categorized. The implementation of the developed Lesson Plan was good. Learning using inquiry worksheet obtained Medium Gain score (0.96). The students’ process skills during learning activities occurred using inquiry worksheet was ≥ 85% which classically completed by the students. The response of students towards the learning was also good with 100% of students enjoyed following the teaching and learning activities. Based on the results of this study, the researcher suggests the study follows necessarily in development similar inquiry worksheet in other subject. Learning with inquiry worksheet is one of the learning that able to drill the process skill to the students. For expecting the skills, hard drilling is needed to build the abilities and independence of students in learning.
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